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Message from President
Wish you and your family a happy Durga Puja and “Subho Vijoya”. It is my great pleasure
and honor to serve our community as the President of Bengali Association of Minnesota
(BAM). We celebrate Saraswati Puja, Bengali New year, Annual Picnic; Durga Puja and
Lakshmi Puja. Our members work with different charity organizations to support community
services; we organize cultural programs bringing renowned artists from India to diversify the
rich cultural heritage of India in the US.
We hosted a successful Satsang at the Hindu Temple (HSSM), Maple Grove. We
volunteered at Feed My Starving Children with personal time/money from the members and
financial donation from BAM, We had a successful fund raising for Uttarkhand Disaster relief
in India. We did a presentation on Indian culture and heritage at a local church. BAM has
resolved the on-going issue of maintenance of Durga idols at the Temple facility. To ensure
the long-term relationship with HSSM, BAM members are encouraged to visit the temple
more frequently and also get involved in the HSSM activities as the time permits. BAM was
involved in India Fest, organized by India Association of Minnesota, to showcase the tradition
and culture of Bengal and help IAM in organizing the event. As decided in the last GBM, we
organized this year’s picnic as a subsidized event to welcome new members. We have also
implemented the online payment option for BAM events.
How could you make a difference?
Many employers encourage their employees and retirees to volunteer for non-profit
organizations and offer grant money if they put a certain number of volunteering hours for
that organization. You could also direct your United Way contribution to BAM. This would
help us to accomplish our charitable activities in different ways. Devote volunteering time as
much you can and send a tax deductible donation. Regarding the tax deductibility please
consult your tax advisor. If you would like to volunteer for BAM or have any suggestions then
please email at mnbengali-owner@yahoogroups.com.
Check our website at http://mnbangali.org for all up-to-date information.
I truly appreciate the time and energy of all of the volunteers have dedicated throughout the
year to ensure the success of our events. My sincere thanks to all of you for your continued
selfless support to BAM.
See you all at our next event Lakshmi Puja on Oct 19, 2013 at Hindu Temple, Maple Grove.
My best,
Ashoke Mandal
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My Journey from River to River
Aparna B. Ganguli
I was flying up in the sky for first time in my life and my mind was racing much faster
than the airplane’s speed, going back and forth between my past and the unknown
future ahead. The Air India flight was comfortable enough, since I had a window seat
and the seat beside me was empty. The journey was long; I could have relaxed, could
have stretched my legs, could have slept on my way, but I was too tense to become
comfortable. I was thinking about many things and strange as it is, some of them were
about famous rivers in the world.
Rivers always played a big part in my life.I was born and grew up in Calcutta (now
Kolkata) which is on the bank of river Hooghly, a branch of the river Ganges (Ganga).I
was always fascinated with the origin of rivers and how civilization formed on the banks
of rivers.In my school days I used to read about famous rivers - how they have been
useful for fertilizing the lands and thus for growing foods and then transporting them
from place to place. I was proud to read that Ganga was one of the most famous rivers
in the world and that it travelled more than 1,500 miles from the foot of the Himalayas,
the highest mountain range in the world. Going to the banks of river was one of my
favorite places.I was thinking what I had left behind.
Then I kept thinking about my life’s journey that was taking me to another famous river
in the world, the mighty Mississippi. While growing up, I never thought that I would live
close to the Mississippi River.I had read the Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and in my
imagination I travelled with Huck Finn along the river and became interested to read the
history of the river. The spelling was hard enough to grasp at the beginning but I
overcame that slowly.I learned that the name means “big river” in the language of
Native American Tribes.I learned that unlike Ganga, the source of the Mississippi River
was Lake Itasca in north-western Minnesota, a state in the USA. It actually began as a
small stream and then gained strength near the Twin Cities where the Minnesota River
and St. Croix River joined with it.In my wildest dreams I never thought that someday I
would travel to Lake Itasca and walk through the small stream, the source of the mighty
Mississippi River.
I was listening in my mind my grandfather’s voice:
Do you know that Minnesota will be very cold at this time of the year? You should dress
properly to land there in the middle of the December night.
~1~

I was thinking about him.He was my guardian while I was growing up since I lived with
them in my school days.He was becoming old and losing his eye sight gradually.Before
I left, I hugged him tightly and told him:
Dadu, I will come back and see you again.
In turn, he said:
Sure, you will come back and see me here.
I did not know how many years it would take me to come back again.My new husband
Mukul had come as a graduate student at the University of Minnesota and it took him
six years to go back again after he had first arrived in the US. Will my Dadu be there if I
do not come back for six years? I did not know.
The plane was approaching to land. Not having the prior experience of flying, I did not
know that the descent would not be as smooth as the midair flight.I held my seat tight.
Finally, I reached my destination.The pilot announced the temperature outside was -50
F. I had left a sunny 750 F warm Calcutta two days earlier.I landed at Minneapolis-St.
Paul International airport on Dec. 25, 1970, at midnight. I had travelled halfway around
the world and my days and nights were completely reversed.Two days prior I had left
Calcutta airport with teary eyes while my parents, brothers, sisters and in-laws waved
me good bye.
It was midnight in Minnesota but my biological clock was set to midmorning.My curiosity
kept me wide awake even after 30 hours of journey.To my surprise, along with my
husband Mukul, a few Bengali friends had come to the airport to welcome me to the
Twin Cities. Mukul’s friend Sukant Dutta drove us back to the apartment. The half hour
midnight car ride to Mukul’s apartment was enough for me to feel that the new place,
which I would call my home, was cold and very white. Had I ever seen snow in my life?
The answer was obviously ‘no’.On the way Mukul showed me a big white field and
mentioned that that field was actually a frozen lake, and then he pointed out toward
some open water with floating ice here and there and told me that was Mississippi
River.I looked with awe, it was not completely frozen. I thought about the course of the
river, the flow kept it going whereas the lakes gave up and slept under the ice. The city
was completely empty; the unfamiliar street signs ‘Snow emergency route’ caught my
eyes.
Mukul & Sukant talked about the gas for the car and the prices which I did not
understand properly. In Calcutta we called it petrol but gas for a car? I thought probably
~2~

the cars were made differently here. Then I noticed a petrol pump with illuminated sign
that said gas was $0.32 per gallon. I tried to convert it in my mind; one dollar was worth
Rs 8.00 at that time. When I left Calcutta, I was allowed to bring only $8.00. The same
was true for Mukul when he came six years earlier. I was thinking, how did Mukul
survive with only $8.00 in his pocket? Thank God, I did not have to think all these since
Mukul was going to take care of my well-being.
We reached the apartment. It was basically at the University of Minnesota’s Minneapolis
Campus, which was at the east bank of the Mississippi River.Mukul’s friends did not
want to come inside the drawing room, which they referred to as the living room.In my
limited vocabulary, I thought every room was a living room, only the very entrance room
was the drawing room.Then I looked around the room; it was a kitchen cum sitting
room. We actually entered the kitchen, and the sitting arrangement with a sofa and two
chairs was at the back of the room.I knew Mukul did not own these things, since he
mentioned in a letter that he rented a furnished one bedroom apartment before my
arrival.We exchanged letters to keep in touch upon his return to Minnesota after our
wedding in India.There were no phone calls, no e-mails, but letters that took almost two
weeks to travel from one hand to the other.
Mukul’s friends were busy talking standing at the entry way, but my mind was
somewhere else at that moment.I was thinking about my dear and near ones in
Calcutta. I knew they too were thinking about me at that moment. I could visualize what
they might be doing at that time.It was the middle of the day on the 26th December in
Calcutta; everyone would be busy with their daily routine.But none of them had any idea
about my whereabouts. I was thinking about when I could tell them that I arrived safely
and that they did not need to worry about me.
Mukul’s friends were about to leave.They apologized for making Mukul’s floor dirty since
they all had snow boots on.I looked at their feet and noticed that the snows at their
boots were melting and the puddle of dirty water was accumulating on the floor, and I
realized what they meant. One of them told Mukul to remember the next evening’s plan,
and then formally invited me to go to their house next evening for dinner.
Very few Bengalis set their feet in Minnesota at that time.Mukul’s friends were mostly
graduate students at the University of Minnesota. The next evening we went to Mukul’s
friend Bibek Ray’s house for dinner.Mukul knew Bibek long before their days in
Minnesota.Mukul arrived in Minnesota earlier than Bibek, and because of their previous
acquaintance, they became close friends after Bibek arrived in Minnesota. Bibek and
~3~

his wife Purnima lived in Thatcher Hall, the married student housing complex on the
Saint Paul Campus.Mukul told me that the campus used to be called the “Farm
Campus” because of its main concentration on agricultural studies, and then later it
became the Saint Paul campus.I learned that another campus was on the west bank of
the Mississippi River, and was called the West Bank Campus of the University of
Minnesota.
At that evening gathering there were other Bengali couples, Sudhin and Mira Mukherjee
and Sukant and Kabita Dutta with their two-year old son Babi. Sudhin was pursuing his
Ph. D. in Economics and went to the West Bank Campus for his classes and research
by Intercampus bus.Sudhin and Mira also stayed in Thatcher Hall, but like Mukul,
Sukant had already finished his Ph. D., and not being a graduate student was staying in
somewhere else.It turned out that Kabita and I both went to Burdwan University in West
Bengal for our graduate studies in Mathematics, and stayed in the same girls’ hostel at
the same time.Kabita and I did not keep in touch with each other after we were done
with our studies, but I found out from Mukul that his Minnesota friend Sukant married
Kabita and that I would meet Kabita there.
The evening was interesting to listen to the Bengalis who had already been there three
or four years, and had adopted the life style that was still unknown to me. They were
talking about car problems, keeping the car engine warm in that bitterly cold weather,
learning to drive, and buying things when they were on sale and how to get Indian
spices by mail order from Chicago. There was no Indian Grocery store in the town, so
two or three families ordered together to save the shipping costs.The women talked
about how to bring the taste of food back home in their cooking, how to prepare Bengali
sweets rosogolla or sandesh and how wearing a sari created problems walking in the
snow covered roads.
The next morning, Mukul and I drove along the Mississippi River.I was thinking about
the color of the holy water of the river Ganga, which was so different than the water of
the Mississippi. Mukul was talking to me, he did not know how long we would live in
Minnesota and that he might have to look for job somewhere else. But we ended up
staying near the Mississippi River another 27 years, until my life’s journey took me to
another famous river, the Rio Grande which means “large river” in Spanish. But that’s
another chapter of my life story.

~4~

Forgotten Bengali Heroes
Radhabinod Pal-------- Still a Hero in Japan!
Tapan Bhattacharya

Monument honoring Radhabinod Pal at Tokyo’s Yasukuni Shrine.
The Imperial Japanese Government surrendered to the Allied Powers on the deck of the
battleship, USS Missouri, anchored in Tokyo Bay on 14th August, 1945. This brought an
end to World War II, which claimed over sixty million dead, globally. Japan which was
brought to submission at the end by dropping atomic bombs on the cities of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki lost over three million soldiers and civilians in the war. It was a humiliating
defeat of a proud nation.
The victorious nations, immediately, arrested the Japanese top leadership civilian and
military, except the Emperor and put them on trial in front of an International panel of
twelve judges in Tokyo in 1946.
Radhabinod Pal, a Bengali, represented British India as one of the judges on this panel.
The trial would last for 2 ½ years. On November 12, 1948, seven of the Japanese
Leaders were sentenced to death, including Hideki Tojo, the wartime prime minister and
sixteen senior leaders were given life terms. At the culmination of the trial, one judge
after another pronounced the convicted “Guilty” except for one voice from the Judges
panel, who thundered, “Not Guilty”. The whole trial room went silent in disbelief!
The sole voice of dissent was that of Radhabinod Pal.
Justice Radhabinod Pal was born in 1886, in the Khustia district of Bengal. He was a
student of mathematics and constitutional law at Presidency College and the Law
College in Calcutta. He then became a professor at the Law College, Calcutta. He
taught there from 1923 to 1936. In 1927, the Government of British India installed him
as a legal advisor to the government. He was elected to become a judge at the High
Court in Calcutta in 1941. In 1944, he was elected to become the Vice Chancellor of
Calcutta University. In 1946, he was send by the British Government of India to
represent them on the panel of judges at the International Military Tribunal of Japanese
War Crimes in Tokyo.
~5~

Justice Pal’s sole dissent is a remarkable document in the annals of International
jurisprudence. Unfortunately, when it was first delivered it was banned from publication.
Only in the last twenty years legal scholars have researched his opinion and written
about it.
Justice Pal began his dissent by questioning the very legitimacy of the trial itself. He
described it as an example of “victor’s justice”. He said so in the following words, “It has
been said that a victor can dispense to the vanquished everything from mercy to
vindictiveness; but the one thing the victor cannot give to the vanquished is justice”.
At the same time Radhabinod Pal did not mince words in holding Japan responsible for
the atrocities its army committed in China including the Nanjing massacre in the 1930’s
and the treatment of allied Prisoners of War in the prisons in the Philippines, Malaya
and Thailand. However, he stated that justice has been served by the trials held in
Manila and other Asian locations of Japanese Generals such as, Generals Yamashita,
Homma and other military personnel, who were directly responsible for these atrocities.
Justice Pal’s judgment left a profound effect on the minds of the post-war Japanese
leadership and the people of Japan.
Radhabinod Pal was elected to the United Nations International Law Commission,
where he served from 1952-1966.
In 1966, on his visit to Japan he was conferred the highest civilian honor, Order of the
Sacred Treasure, First Class, by the Japanese Emperor.
Radhabinod Pal passed away in 1967. Memorial plaques were put up in his honor at the
Yasukuni Shrine, the memorial to Japanese War dead, located in Central Tokyo and the
Kyoto Ryozen Gokoku Shrine, after his death.
He continues to be remembered by the Japanese leaders and its people. In 2005,
during a visit to India, Japanese Prime Minister, Junichiro Koizumi, stated in a
speech,……..The dissenting judgment of Justice Radhabinod Pal is well-known to the
Japanese people and will always symbolize the affection and regard our people have
for your country.
In 2007, the then Japanese Prime Minister, Shinzo Abe (he is again, the current PM) on
a official visit to India, made a private trip to Kolkata to pay his respects to Justice Pal
and his ailing son, Prasanto Pal. Prasanto Pal presented Abe with two photographs of
Justice Pal and Nobusuke Kishi . Kishi was Abe’s maternal grandfather, he served in
the Japanese War cabinet during World War II and was one of the accused in the Tokyo
trials, who was acquitted. Nobusuke Kishi, later, served two terms as Prime Minister of
Japan in the 1950’s.
In 2009, as one of the last wishes of Prasanto Pal, a small Museum and Archive has
been set up in the Pal residence at 16F, Dover Lane in South Kolkata, displaying
documents, articles, photographs and other memorabilia of Radhabinod Pal’s historic
dissent at the Tokyo trials.
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Hinduism and World Religion
Nepal Howlader
There are about seven billion people on planet earth. Worldwide, more than eight-in-ten
people identify with a religious group. A comprehensive demographic study of more
than 230 countries and territories conducted by the Pew Research Center’s Forum on
Religion & Public Life estimates that there are 5.8 billion religiously affiliated adults and
children around the globe, representing 84% of the 2010 world population of 6.9 billion.
The demographic study – based on analysis of more than 2,500 censuses, surveys and
population registers – finds 2.2 billion Christians (32% of the world’s population), 1.6
billion Muslims (23%), 1 billion Hindus (15%), nearly 500 million Buddhists (7%) and 14
million Jews (0.2%) around the world as of 2010. In addition, more than 400 million
people (6%) practice various folk or traditional religions, including African traditional
religions, Chinese folk religions, Native American religions and Australian aboriginal
religions. An estimated 58 million people – slightly less than 1% of the global population
– belong to other religions, including the Baha’i faith, Jainism, Sikhism, Shintoism,
Taoism, Tenrikyo, Wicca and Zoroastrianism, to mention just a few.
At the same time, the new study by the Pew Forum also finds that roughly one-in-six
people around the globe (1.1 billion, or 16%) have no religious affiliation. This makes
the unaffiliated the third-largest religious group worldwide, behind Christians and
Muslims, and about equal in size to the world’s Catholic population. Surveys indicate
that many of the unaffiliated hold some religious or spiritual beliefs (such as belief in
God or a universal spirit) even though they do not identify with a particular faith.
Hinduism is the third largest world religion. Hinduism is the world’s oldest known
religion. History of Hinduism can be traced back to 5000-10,000 B.C. Hinduism is made
up of a variety of different religious beliefs and practices which originated near the river
Indus in India. The name 'Hindu' comes from the word Indus.
Beliefs
Central to Hinduism is the belief in a supreme God, Brahman, the universal soul, which
is found in everything.
Brahman is worshipped in a variety of forms, including Vishnu, Krishna, Rama, Shiva
and several others. Hinduism does not have any founder.
Hindus believe that life is a cycle of birth, death, and rebirth, governed by Karma.
Hindus believe that every action has an effect and there is a cause for everything. This
is called the law of Karma.
Hindus believe that the soul passes through a cycle of lives and that the next life is
dependent on how the previous life was lived.
Holy Books
The main Hindu scriptures are:
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the Vedas, a collection of hymns praising the Vedic gods. Veda means
'knowledge'
the Ramayana, long epic poems about Rama and Sita, the Mahabharata, which
includes the Bhagavad Gita
the Puranas, a collection of stories about the different incarnations and the lives
of saints.

Most of the Hindus live in India, Nepal, Bangladesh, Mauritius and Sri Lanka with
considerable presence in all other parts of the world also. About 85% of Hindus live in
India. That is why India is also called as “Hindustan.” Hindus lived in Africa during
British occupation of that continent. However, most of the Hindus in East Africa
migrated to UK during the 1970s. In 1940s there were about 45% people in Bangladesh
were Hindus. However, due to migration, forced conversion to Islam and religious riots,
there are only about 8% population of Bangladesh are Hindus. In the US there are less
than 1% Hindus.
Founder: Hinduism has no single founder. It has been evolving over the thousands of
years and will continue to.
Origin: Hinduism originated in India. Hinduism is largely based on the teachings from
Vedas.
Meaning of the word: The word “Hinduism” actually has no real meaning because
Hinduism was not founded as a religion. The name “Hindu” is given by the people
outside of the India, especially Greeks and Arabs, to those living in the vicinity of
“Sindhu” river. So, the way of life those people were following is called “Hinduism.”
What do they worship: Hindus believe in one God named as “Brahman” but view other
Gods and Goddesses as manifestations of Him. Therefore, in practice, they worship
more than one God. Most Hindus worship God in the form of an idol. Rivers, mountains,
trees, animals, and natural things which are useful for a human being are revered in
Hinduism. Cow is the most revered animal for Hindus.
Main Deities: Lord Brahma, Lord Vishnu, and Lord Shiva are the creator,
protector, and destroyer respectively. These are the three main deities in
Hinduism. Besides them, Lord Ganesha, Lord Krishna, Lord Hanuman, Lord
Rama, and Goddess Parvati are the most popular deities in Hinduism.
Yugas: According to Hinduism, as there are four seasons in a year, there are four
Yugas namely Satya-Yuga, Treta-Yuga, Dvapara-Yuga, Kali-Yuga. At the end of a full
cycle of four Yugas, the life on the earth comes to an end (though not completely) and a
new era starts. The humanity enters into a new era. The present era is known as KaliYuga i.e. Dark Age.
Basic concept of Hinduism:
It will be easier to understand the basic concept of Hinduism if you know Law of
Conservation of Energy. For those who have a science background or have some
interest in science know the Law of Conservation of Energy very well. It is like this:
~8~

“Energy can neither be created nor destroyed. Only one form of energy can be
transformed into other. The sum of all the energies in the universe remains the same.”
According to Hinduism, human body is perishable but the soul is immortal and is
subjected to the continuous cycle of birth and rebirth. The soul changes bodies as a
living person changes his/her clothes. So, the thing which we call death is actually just a
transformation of soul from one body to another as the energy changes from one form
to the other. This cycle continues births after births and the soul is subjected to
sufferings endlessly.
So, the ultimate goal of a Hindu’s life is to attend salvation (also called as Moksha or
Nirvana) i.e. freedom from the cycle of birth and rebirth. One can attend salvation when
the soul of a person fully becomes one with the supreme spirit called “Brahman” (or
God) who is eternal, genderless, omnipotent, and omniscient.
Interesting facts about Hinduism: So far, we have seen some common Hinduism
facts, but now we will have a look at some interesting Hinduism facts.
1. The institution of marriage was founded and put forth in practice by Hindus.
2. The first law maker, Manu, was a Hindu and Manu Smriti was the first book on law in
the world.
3. Rigveda is the oldest literature known to mankind.
4. Hindus believe that Vedas are written by Gods.
5. According to Vedas, lending money on interest is a bad Karma.
6. Acupuncture and acupressure are vital parts of Hindu customs.
7. Do you know the fact that Vedas were preserved for more than 5000 years without
the help of printing technology? This was done by reciting and memorizing all the
hymns and through Teacher-Disciple tradition (Guru-Shishya Parampara).
8. India is the home of four great religions: Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, and Sikhism.
9. Sanskrit is the oldest language known to mankind.
10. The concepts of decimal system, zero, point, pi and many others were used first by
Hindus.
11. According to Vedas, Om is the sound which was present at the time of creation of
universe and it is the only symbol, which represents the God (Brahman).
12. Parents, teachers, and food are considered next to God.
13. Wasting food is considered as a very bad habit in Hinduism.
14. There is no officially-declared Hindu country in the world as there are Islamic and
Christian countries. Nepal was the only Hindu country, but it has now become a
republic country.
15. Hindu community is the second most tortured community in the world after Jews.
16. Hindus do not wear footwear inside the temples or homes.
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17. Because of the usefulness of rivers, they are highly revered in Hinduism. People call
them as mother. Ganges is the highest revered river for Hindus.
18. Kashi Vishwanath Temple is the holiest temple for Hindus. It is located in Varanasi,
Uttar Pradesh.
19. Kashi is situated along the banks of the river Ganges. It is the holiest place for
Hindus. Some Hindus believe that if you die in Kashi, you would attend salvation.
Some people prefer to spend the last days of their lives in Kashi.
20. There have been substantial evidences that Hinduism had spread all over the world
including Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan, Russia, USA, Italy, and many other parts of the
world.
21. Hindu population constitutes about 15% of the world population.
22. Hindus believe that we get the human body when our soul passes through
8,400,000 species (Yonis).
23. A few decades back, Yoga, Ayurveda, Vedic Maths, and Hypnotism were
considered as superstitions and/or rubbish but with the advent of modern science it
is proved now that these things are very helpful for us.
24. Hindus do not worship Lord Brahma individually. He is worshiped only in the form of
trinity i.e. Brahma, Vishnu, and Mahesh together. There is only one temple of
Brahma in the world, which is in Pushkar, Rajasthan. The same thing applies to
Indra. Indra and Brahma are both cursed because of their weak characters. Some
people use this thing against Hinduism but they should understand that Hinduism is
bold enough to punish every culprit whoever he/she may be. This also proves the
fact that Hindu mythology is not just a fairy tale but is a history in itself as no culture
would abandon its own gods.
25. The Ganges River is considered as the most sacred river by Hindus. The Ganges is
considered as a goddess. They believe that all of the sins of a person are washed
when he/she bathes in Ganges. Ganges water contains more oxygen than any other
river in the world and the water remains fresh for longer time. According to a
program broadcasted on Discovery, the Ganges water contains bacteria veg which
eats up harmful bacteria. Hence, despite being over-polluted, there are less harmful
bacteria in it.
26. Practice of cremation is observed by most of the Hindus. The practice of burial is
also observed in a small number of castes.
In Hinduism there were several Avatars. God appeared under different disguises. Like
Ram came as the son of King Dasaratha and fought the evil Ravana. Krishna advised
Arjuna in Mahabharata to do the right things. Ram Krishna came as a devotee of
Goddess Kali and in his death bed, told Swami Vivekananda that he was same God as
Ram and Krishna were.
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Hinduism believes in forgiveness. Over the ages there has never been a forced
conversion to Hinduism. The opposite was true. When Ashoke was the king, Hindus
were converted to Budhism. Same was true during the reign of Moghul emperors in
India. Villages of people were converted to Islam under the threat of guns.
Hinduism and Hindu Philosophy survived 5000 years sometimes under very difficult
circumstances. Lots of modern scientific facts have been narrated in Hindu mythology
and philosophy. Our forefathers were probably much more knowledgeable than our dot
com society credits them. We hope Hinduism and Hindu Philosophy will survive and
recognized another 5000 years.
Present knowledge of formation of Universe and multi Universes bode well with verses
from Upanishads and Vedic stories. Astronomers and Physicists think that Universe
started from infinite energy. As we learn more about the Universe, more remains to be
explored. The questions of Big Bang and other theories of formation of Universes may
never be resolved. Some supernatural power or energy is always there in the Universe.
There are no distinctions in different beliefs of Human Race. There are no differences
among the beliefs of Hinduism, Christianity, Islam, Buddhism and Judaism etc except
how we interpret different beliefs.
Over centuries, religions are the cause of more deaths and destructions than any other
cause of unnatural death. We can only hope that Human Race will come to some
understanding of how short lived we are and try to live in peace and compassion.
Have a great and peaceful Bijoya.
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The Bengal Revolutionaries
SMARAJIT MITRA
It was a hot day in June of 1913, and the courtroom in Calcutta bustled with excitement.
English barristers in dark robes and civil servants in their starched whites and dark
suites decorated the front rows with an occasional Indian face scattered in between.
Locals filled the galleries. The charge was sedition and the fate of forty four Bengalis
hung in the balance, many of them barely making the second decade of their life.
The Barisal Conspiracy Trial was underway. Prosecutors representing the Raj were
determined to prove that the defendants, practically all belonging to the Dacca and
Barisal branch of the Anushilan Samiti, were conspiring to foment terroristic activities
under the banner of a revolutionary movement against British rule that was centered in
Bengal, but was spreading to other parts of India. Headlines in the British press were
still engaged with the Treaty of London, ending the First Balkan War with anticipation
that this was not the end, as disharmony in the Continent signaled a second war might
erupt.
The leader of the defendants was the twenty nine year old, Pratul Chandra Ganguli , a
familiar face to the British authorities, as he had taken over the leadership of the Dacca
branch of the Anushilan Samiti with his compatriot, Trailokya Nath Chakraborty. Indian
nationalism sharpened its objective of independence from British rule in the late
nineteenth century, and in Bengal, plans for an armed overthrow of the foreign regime
was taking shape. The novels of Bankim Chandra played into this sentiment and
inspired by his “Anushilan Tattva”, the Bharat Anushilan Samiti was formed in Calcutta
on March 24, 1902 by Satish Chandra Basu, first as a place to motivate the youth to
physical fitness, and to encourage group discipline and character, but also to teach
revolutionary doctrine and to train them to take up arms and use them against British
rulers and their Indian loyalists. The Anushilan Samiti had its earliest leaders in barrister
Pramathanath Mitra, Sarala Devi (Rabindranath’s niece) and Aurobindo Ghosh (Sri
Aurobindo). Chittaranjan Das, who had already successfully defended Aurobindo in the
Alipore bomb case in 1909, took on the vice-presidency of the Samiti. Aurobindo, with
his brother Barin, was instrumental in the spread of the Samiti throughout Bengal and
the Partition of Bengal by Lord Curzon in 1905 became a rallying point for the Samiti to
spread its revolutionary agenda.
The Case was registered on May 12, 1913 and of the forty four defendants, thirty seven
had been taken into custody by the police by then. The remaining seven were still at
large, amongst them the leaders, Pratul Ganguli and Trailokya Chakraborty . The
magistrate of the court discharged seven of the apprehended and two others were
approved by the court through negotiations. The remaining twenty eight of the arrested
~ 12 ~

were presented to the court in June. The case lasted for months. The court withdrew
cases against fourteen, for lack of sufficient evidence, two more were further discharged
and the twelve that pleaded guilty were convicted and sentenced to incarceration in
January 1914. Ganguli and Chakraborty, along with others were eventually arrested in
January 1915 and by the year end were tried and sentenced. Chakraborty, who was
viewed by the British as particularly “dangerous” was sent to the Andamans.
The Samiti gave birth to another organization called the Jugantar group, named after
the newspaper inaugurated in 1906, where Aurobindo and Barin became active and
from which, eventually emerged such famous revolutionaries as Jatin Mukherjee
(Bagha Jatin), Khudiram Bose, Prafulla Chaki, Pritilata Waddedar and Surya Sen
(Mastarda). Many of these nationalists died in their pursuit of freedom or were tried by
the British courts and hanged or sentenced for life. Many spread around the world to
start or support freedom movements in other countries including Germany, France and
America. An attempt was made by Narendra Mohan Sen and Jadugopal Mukherjee
many years later to unite Jugantar with the Samiti, but with the successful bid by the
Indian National Congress to force the British to plan to quit India, the revolutionary
fervor died by 1936 and the leaders joined forces with the Congress, The Communist
Party of India and Netaji Subhas Bose’s Forward Bloc.
A hundred years have gone by since this famous trial and it is worthwhile remembering
these famous sons of Bengal who were often called insurrectionists but who refused to
sit at the negotiation table with the foreign rulers. Though unsuccessful in their intent,
they put additional pressure on the British government to leave India.

~ 13 ~
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Welcome to BEST OF INDIA a fine Indian restaurant. We serve a selection of
traditional Indian dishes, as well as, several of our own creations.
The Ingredients we use complement each other nutritionally and please the
palate. All dishes are made with freshly ground herbs and contain NO MSG. Each
dish is spiced to enhance its particular aroma and flavor. The spices do not make
the dishes hot.
Our skilled chefs make each dish individually and we will be happy to make your
dishes the way you prefer them, from mild to extra-hot. Please bear in mind that
Indian food is not "fast food" and that our dishes take time to prepare. Your
patience will be rewarded.
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Sayanti Ghosh
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My Trip To Hawaii
Saunak Ghosh (Age 8)
It all started when it was the last day of school that I was going to Hawaii.I was excited
and little sad too that I am going to miss the big picnic in school.Anyway we packed our
bag and got ready for our dream vacation “Hawaii”.It’s raining on June 6th and we
reached the airport. We boarded the aircraft and flyed out for Hawaii!!
Some hours later we reached Hawaii. A fresh air touched us. We rented a car and went
to our resort. We saw the beautiful Ocean from our room and a big wave hitted our
resort beach. We saw the beautiful sunset .Next day we went to a volcano named
Haleakala.We went high above the clouds. We touched the clouds. It was a beauty up
there.
We visited a tropical rain forest named Hana. The road was narrow and dangerous but
very scenic. We saw the beach where the sand was black. It’s name is Black sand
beach.
Every morning we went to the beautiful beaches like Kanapalli,Honokowai,Napili.We did
parasailing in Kanapalli beach. It’s a lovely experience. We did snorkeling. We saw
colorful fishes and turtles and so on. Firstly I was a little scared but after that I enjoyed a
lot.
That was a great vacation and I wish if I could stay longer. I just love Hawaii.

Saunak Ghosh
~ 20 ~

Ahana Das (Age 6)

Tista Sarkar (Age 6)
~ 21 ~

Shreyan Bagchi (Age 6)

Oindri (Age 4)
~ 22 ~

Shoumili (Age 5)

Aheli Bardhan (Age 5)
~ 23 ~

Smira Misra (Age 7)
~ 24 ~

Hridaya Ghosh (Age 7)
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Archisha Basak (Age 6)

Ahana Ghoshal (Age 6)
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Dino Friends
Resabh Chakraborty (Age 6)

Rex, the little T-rex wanted to go to the woods. He called his other little friends Stego
the stegosaurus, Tero the pterodactyl, Diplo the diplodocus, to join him. They went to
the woods and had a lot of fun for the whole day. When they got thirsty they went to the
river. Soon it was geting dark. Their mothers were looking for them. The kids were
starting to get scared when Rex thought he stepped on a big dinosaur, but he actually
stepped on his mother's foot. His mother scolded him for not telling her where he was
going. He hugged his mother, and they all went home happily.

Reshabh Chakrabarty (Age 6)

~ 27 ~

Wish you all a very happy Durga Puja.Greetings from Mukul, Aparna Ganguli and Family.
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Life of Pencil
Neal Mukherjee (Age 11)
There I was with my whole big family in a pencil pouch
Then it happened, a little boy came and snatch! And grabbed us what a slouch!
Then he slowly took me out and away he ran as fast as a cheetah
And I was his slave his pencil captured oh how I missed my mama
For days I was taken to his school until at last he dropped me.
Another human picked me up he was a kid that was too beefy.
Then just to apparently be cool he broke me in half and left me for better
Then another person came he picked up my broken kicked body and taped me Together
He then gave me back to that evil master
Who threw me away as if I were a deadly adder
There I lay all alone crying my labels off
Until another hand picked me up and gave me a good brush-off
He was the boy who fixed me up
He was the one who picked me up
He took me into his gentle care
And for the first time since I was snatched I felt rare
So here I am telling this tale
To the rescued pencils and pens who will soon grow old and frail
Just remember this tale and take good care
Of those who serve you, and if you don't, you better beware

Middle School
Roshnee Tarafder (Grade 7)
MIDDLE SCHOOL…middle of our school years,
Three years of pure sweet TESTS and HOMEWORK- all being loaded on top of us
More responsibilities, respect, and studies
New friends, old friends, enemies, frenemies
Dating and drama
Freedom…after being in a cage of Elementary prison
Sports, camps, classes and clubs
Trying to balance our day
Drama, friends, studies and classes
….now that is what MIDDLE SCHOOL is about!!!
~ 29 ~

The Weird Car Story
Loy Bhowmick (6 year)
One afternoon, a man rode on a sports car to go to a grocery store. It was 7 o’ clock in
the evening and the store closes at 7:30 pm. The parking lot was full of cars and it was
difficult to get a nearby spot. He found a spot in the front. He parked the car and rushed
to the store to buy egg, butter and milk. But, he forgot to switch off the car and kept the
car running. Within few minutes he was gone, the car came to life. It started to flap its
door wildly and move around the parking lot. It jumped for a while, rolled and shook its
body. Then it came to its own spot and turned upside down, while flapping the doors.
When the man came out from the store with grocery bag in his hand, he got scared to
see the car behaving weird. He ran back inside to call police and more people from the
store. But, the car got sad as it didn’t mean to make the man scared. It went back to its
normal position. When the man came out again with few people and police, the car was
not doing anything weird. So, everybody thought the man is weird and went back inside.
The police was gone, too. The man went in the car and drove back home. He cooked
dinner and went to bed.

TECHNOLOGY
Roshnee Tarafder (Grade 7)
It’s taking over our generation
It’s eating our brains – no more playing outside or reading books
Books have turned into eBooks…Kindles or Nooks
iPod, iPad, tablet, iPhone, smart phone, desktop, laptop and many more
From games, videos, music, apps and resources
It’s drying our creative juices
It’s planning to attack…….so

B

E

W

A

R

E!!!!!
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My Summer Trip To Washington D.C.
Neelesh Biswas (Age 7)
This summer (2013) I had an exciting trip. It was very exciting, because I went with
Dadu (Grandpa), Dida (Grandma), Baba and Maa. We went by driving. It was a very
lengthy but very exciting driving.
First, we went Toledo Ohio. We stayed there one night. It was eleven hour drive
sometimes in heavy rainfall. We stayed at the Hotel in Toledo. The next day we started
to drive for Washington D.C. Baba & Maa were driving. I was having fun with Dadu &
Dida at the back. Sometimes Dadu sat with me, sometimes Dida sat with me. While
crossing Pennsylvania, I saw the Magic Tree House, which I read in my favorite book
series. Finally we reached Washington D.C. I met with my brothers and Mama-Mimi,
who also came from California. It was the happiest moment to have them. We stayed at
the same hotel and we were next door. I could go to their room through the vault door
without going outside. We went to see the Capitol State Building. We saw the Statue of
Freedom. Next we went to Lincoln Memorial. It is a huge statue. I took a picture in front
of the Lincoln’s statue.
The next day we drove to Niagara Falls, N.Y. along with my brothers and Mama-Mimi. I
played with them, saw the gigantic waterfalls. There is a movie about the history of the
Niagara Falls. I got scared to watch that. We came back to hotel and I, Bordada,
Mejdada went to swim in the pool. Bordada taught me a new way to swim and it’s called
swim whirl. The next day, I had to leave. From that time, I missed my brothers.
On our way back, we stayed in Chicago. We saw very big 4th of July fireworks. At the
end we reached home safely. I like going out on a trip and spending time with my
family. I had so much fun.

The day he come
Neal Mukherjee (Age 11)
When death arrives to take away Zillions of loved ones
Do not fear him for life is a pain and death is a relief
You must be brave for life is never given it is earned
So do not fear the day death comes
Never fear the day he comes
Because when he comes you cannot stop him
Just give in and enjoy the life you earned.
For life never comes twice.
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The House on Maple Street
Tanish Bhowmick (10 year)
It was a pitch black night in the cities of Minnesota. The date was 11/28/2002. Many
houses were there on the mysterious Maple Street. Only one house was lit though. It
belonged to a 70 year old man with pale skin, tall body, and nice personality. It was
Calvin Hatchet,the mad scientist’s house. The house was on Maple Street.
The next morning, there was a huge commotion in Hatchet’s house. He had a vision
about an invention to make. Trying to make it caused so much noise that all the
neighbors were annoyed. They closed their windows and tried to keep out all the noise.
In the house, Calvin Hatchet was working profusely trying to make an invention that
would make objects fly. After two days of sweaty, hard work, his invention was finally
complete. So exhausted from all the work he fell down.
“Where did all the noise go?” everyone said, but there was no answer.
The neighbors were very curious on why there wasn’t any noise coming from Hatchet’s
house. The neighbors, wondering what happened, all walked into the house. When they
went into Hatchet’s dim lab, they found him lying motionlessly on the floor.
Immediately, the neighbors took Hatchet to the hospital. Many hours later, the doctor’s
came up to the neighbors with his head bowed down. The neighbors all knew what that
meant. Calvin Hatchet had died. The next morning was quiet and peaceful. But the
neighbors didn’t enjoy it. They had lost a friend. A neighbor, a mad scientist: Calvin
Hatchet.
Ten years later a ten year- old child named John Timbercut was walking down the
street. He had tanned skin, a tall body, and nice personality. He was distressed after
school while walking down the street. He had just been teased the whole day because
of his test score. He had gotten a 69%. The main person who teased him was the
school bully, Nate Drokswitch.
John wished he could make Nate fly away or something. Just then, John saw Calvin
Hatchet’s house. Curious, John crept into the house wondering what was in there. He
went right into Hatchet’s lab. Guess what he saw right in the middle of the floor, the
switch. There was a note taped on to it. He went closer to read it. ‘Pull the lever if you
wish to fly.’
The next morning, John was super excited. He had a great idea to have Nate fly away.
“Nate, guess what I found. I found a treasure chest. It’s full of gold. You should see it.
Come with me after school,” said John. John knew that Nate wasn’t exactly the smartest
of people. Just as John expected, Nate was tricked. Nate had no idea that this was a
trap.
After school, Nate went with John to Hatchet’s house. He brought Nate inside and took
him to Hatchet’s lab. He told Nate to pull the lever to get the gold out of its hiding place,
while John waits outside. Nate fell for it. When John was safely outside, Nate pulled the
lever. He was shocked to find that the house flying and that he had been tricked.
John still says these words. ‘It was a perfect lift-off’.
~ 32 ~
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Recipes for Pujo
Jonaki Bhattacharya

Narkoler Kochuri
Ingredients







1 cup atta
1/2 cup maida
Little ghee for moyen
Salt
2 Tablespoons toasted jeera powder
1 Cup fresh grated coconut (whirr in food processor to smoothen)

Method
1. Mix atta, maida, salt, jeera powder & ghee and then the grated coconut.
2. Carefully add water,and make a dough as for puris
3. Fry & serve piping hot with sweet tamarind chutney and a warm smile.

Gajorer Shondesh
Ingredients






1 cup home-made paneer
3 Tablespoons condensed milk
1 Cup finely grated carrot
Mixed nuts like chironji / chopped cashewnuts / sliced pista
Green cardamom powder

Method
1. Whirr paneer and condensed milk in food processor
2. Put the mixture in a pan, add carrot and keep stirring till mixture pulls away from the
sides of the pan.
3. Cool the mixture.
4. Mix in nuts, elaichi powder and either shape in individual molds or pat it on a dish and
cut into pieces.
It will definitely create smiles for Bijoya.
~ 34 ~
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From Bhooter Bhabisyat to Sarey Chuattor
A retrospective of Bengali Comedy Movies and Comedians
Sanjib Basak
“Bhooter Bhabisyat” has been one of the best comedy movies in Bengali movie industry
in recent years. Paran Bandyopadhyay, Saswata Chatterjee, Kharaj Mukherjee and
other great comedians have gifted us a long awaited awesome comedy movie. This
movie has inspired me to do a research on the history of Bengali Comedy movies.
“Billawamangal”, which is recorded as the first Bengali commercial movie in the
industry, was produced in1919. There were a few comedy movies made between 1919
and 1952 but none of them was quite a hit. “Sarey Chuattar”, made in 1953, is believed
to be the oldest comedy movie that was a big box office hit. The brilliant performance of
the four maestro comedians Bhanu Bannerjee, Jahar Roy, Tulsi Chakraborti and
Nabadwip Halder, made the movie an all time favorite one.
During 50s and 60s, the Bengali movie industry was fortunate to have lot of great
comedians. The “Sarey Chattar” crew Bhanu Bannerjee , Jahar Roy, Tulsi Chakraborti
and Nabadwip Halder were in the pick form of their carrier. Nripati Chatterjee, Haridhan
Mukherjee and Kali Bannerjee were some of the other great comedians who contributed
and made some of the all-time-best-comedy movies during that time. Perhaps that was
the golden age of the Bengali comedy movie industry. In those two decades Bhanu
Bannerjee had presented us some of the best comedy movies of the century. In 1957,
he along with Kali Bannerjee, Jahar Ganguli, Chhabi Biswas, Kamal Mitra, Nripati
Chatterjee, and Haridhan Mukherjee made “Jamalye Jibonto Manus”. Later he paired
up with his one of best friends Jahar Rai. In 1958, the duo made “Bhanu Pelo Lottery”
and in 1971 the most famous one of their acting performance together “Bhanu Goyenda
Jahar Assitance”. Typically, in the pair, Bhanu would take the role of the “Bangal” (East
Bengal) character and Jahar would be the comical “Ghoti” character, which would make
an awesome combination. “Personal Assistant” (1959) and “Ashite Asiona” (1967) are
some of the other famous movies made by Bhanu Banerjee.
Later on, it became the era of Satyajit Roy, one of the greatest directors that Bengal and
India has ever produced. In 1969, Mr. Roy produced “Gupi Gyaen Bhaga Bayen” based
on the story of his grand father Upendrakishore Roychowdhuri. Through that movie, he
also introduced us another two great comedians Robi Ghosh and Tapan Sarkar. Later
on, they made a pair to produce some great comedy movies - “Dhanni Meye” in 1971
and “Hirak Rajar Deshe” in 1980.
Anup Kumar is another notable comedian who has won the heart of comedy movie
lovers for decades. In 1973, he made “Basanta Bilap” with Rabi Ghosh and Chinmoy
Roy(another great comedian) and “Dadar Kirti” in 1980, both of which were big hits.
~ 39 ~

“Bancha Ramer Bagan” in 1980, is another great humorous movie, which was acted by
Manoj Mitra and directed by Tapan Sinha. Manoj Mitra is more popular as a drama
writer, producer, director and actor but also made some good comedy movies.
It will be very hard to find someone in Bengal who has not heard about the character
“Jatayu” of “Feluda series”. Satyajit Roy created this famous comedy character and the
industry discovered another famous comedian Santosh Dutta through the character.
With his brilliant acting in “Sonar Kella” in 1974 and “Joy baba feluda” in 1977, “Jatayu“
and Mr. Dutta were so intermingled that it was hard to have “Feluda” movies without Mr.
Dutta later on. In 1991 when he died Satyajit Roy said that he would not want to make
another “Feluda” movie anymore.
During 90s and 2000s, a few comedy movies were made but the “charm of Bhanu and
Robi” was not present in the movies for some reason. In general, Bengali movie
Industry was going through a rough time. Although, in last five to seven years there has
been a revival of Bengali movie Industry with some directors like Sandeep Roy, Aparna
Sen, Gautam Ghosh and Rituporno Ghosh but a great comedy movie was a long due
one. So “Bhooter Bhobissat” has fulfilled that big gap and kept the tradition and
reputation of the Bengali movie industry alive.
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HALAL GROCERIES
!!!Wishing you a very happy Durga Pujo!!!
Fresh Zabiha Halal Meat, Huge Selection of
Fishes, Fresh Fruits, Seewts, Vegetables, and

a large selection of fresh and traditional spices
from India, Pakistan & Bangladesh!
We accept all major credit cards & EBT (SNAP) Card

Halal Groceries
13000 Aldrich Ave S.
Burnsville, MN 55337
952-895-9000 (Main)
EMAIL: halalgroceries@yahoo.com
Web: halalgroceries.net
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"Bring this ad to get 10% discount. Expires 10/27/13. Some
restrictions apply."
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Pooja Grocers
Indo-Pak Groceries
Fresh vegetables – DVD & CD
Our Diwali Sale
From 18th October to 9th November, 2013

855 45th Ave. NE
Hilltop, MN 55421
Tel: 763 571 1899 Fax: 763 571 7752
Email: poojagrocers@gmail.com
Brijesh Patel
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BAM Durga Puja Committee would like to thank all who helped us with donation :
Pranab & Kajal Chatterjee
Smarajit & Sumita Mitra
Sourav & Anuradha Bhunia
Anindya & Arpita Dasgupta
Subhendu & Sanjukta Chakraborty
Tapan & Indira Bhattacharya
Sumant & Arpita Dumra
Ashis & Reema Bhattcharya
Aniruddha Roy
Ashoke Mandal

Sannikat Magazine Committee would like to thank all who helped with fund
raising for the magazine or provided any support to make this year’s magazine
possible and especially to the following persons below:
Sayan Bagchi
Sourav Bhunia
Purnendu Panda
Snehasish Ghosh
Ashoke Mandal
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History of Bengalees living in Minnesota dates back to 1960. At that time, it was mostly
students who came to Minnesota for higher studies. In 1971, the Bengali community
celebrated its first Saraswati Puja. It was a small group of hardly 20 young Bengalees.
In 1980, the Bengali community celebrated first Durga Puja with about 60 to 70
Bengalees.
Bengali Association of Minnesota was formed in 1990 by the community members. The
old hindu temple was used for the place of meetings and discussions then. The
association was started with no financial assets, no constitution and no membership
fees. Many dedicated volunteers came forward to help the organization.
Since then the community has grown up by leaps and bounds. Currently, the Bengali
Association of Minnesota has about 350 members.
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Aparna Chakraborty

নবধানয নবসাজে, সজব স্বাগত োনায় I
সবব
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